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Outline

◦ Parsing

◦ Natural language inference

◦ Machine reading

◦ Question answering

◦ Dialogue systems
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Many aspects of text understanding
Machine translation

source sentence ⇒ target sentence

Parsing into formal representations
sentence ⇒ syntactic/semantic structure

Natural language inference
premise, hypothesis ⇒ entailment relation

Machine reading
query, reference text ⇒ answer

Question answering
question, knowledge base ⇒ answer

Dialogue systems
utterance, conversation ⇒ intent/dialog state/response
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Syntactic parsing

Recover grammatical structure of a sentence
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Constituency parsing Vinyals et al (2015)

Grammar as a Foreign Language

Linearize constituency parse in training data

Sequence-to-sequence model with attention
- Encoder/decoder: LSTM-RNN

Expanded datasets
- Annotations via agreement between two state-of-the-art parsers
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Constituency parsing Vinyals et al (2015)

Grammar as a Foreign Language
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Constituency parsing Vinyals et al (2015)

Grammar as a Foreign Language
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Dependency parsing (transition-based)

ROOT John has a dog .
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Dependency parsing Weiss et al (2015)

Structured Training for Neural Network Transition-Based Parsing
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Dependency parsing Andor et al (2016)

Globally Normalized Transition-Based Neural Networks
a.k.a. Google’s SyntaxNet

Linear feed-forward output layer instead of perceptron
- End-to-end training via backprop

CRF-style global normalization of action probabilities
- Maximize p(a1, . . . aj) instead of p(aj |a1, . . . aj−1)
- Compute approximate partition function over beam

Early stopping when gold solution falls out of beam
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Dependency parsing Andor et al (2016)

Globally Normalized Transition-Based Neural Networks

Results on WSJ, Ontonotes, Web-TB, Question-TB (training on WSJ)
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Dependency parsing Andor et al (2016)

Globally Normalized Transition-Based Neural Networks

Results on CoNLL multilingual dependency parsing task
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Natural language inference

Given a premise, e.g.,
The purchase of Houston-based LexCorp by BMI for $2Bn prompted
widespread sell-offs by traders as they sought to minimize exposure.
LexCorp had been an employee-owned concern since 2008.

and a hypothesis, e.g.,
BMI acquired an American company. (1)

predict whether the premise
◦ entails the hypothesis
◦ contradicts the hypothesis
◦ or remains neutral
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Natural language inference

Given a premise, e.g.,
The purchase of Houston-based LexCorp by BMI for $2Bn prompted
widespread sell-offs by traders as they sought to minimize exposure.
LexCorp had been an employee-owned concern since 2008.

and a hypothesis, e.g.,
BMI is an employee-owned concern. (3)

predict whether the premise
◦ entails the hypothesis
◦ contradicts the hypothesis
◦ or remains neutral
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Natural language inference Rocktäschel et al (2016)

Reasoning about Entailment with Neural Attention

LSTM-RNN for premise and hypothesis
- Hypothesis encoding conditioned on premise
- Fixed word embeddings for input, but random OOV embeddings
updated during training

Softmax for 3-way classification over
- Final hidden state hT

- hT + attention over premise states conditioned on hT

- hT + final state of word-by-word attention over premise conditioned
on each h1, . . . hT

Train and evaluate on SNLI corpus
- ∼ 570K instances crowdsourced from image captioning task
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Natural language inference Rocktäschel et al (2016)

Reasoning about Entailment with Neural Attention
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Natural language inference Rocktäschel et al (2016)

Reasoning about Entailment with Neural Attention

Results on SNLI corpus
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Natural language inference Rocktäschel et al (2016)

Reasoning about Entailment with Neural Attention

Attention conditioned on hT
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Natural language inference Rocktäschel et al (2016)

Reasoning about Entailment with Neural Attention

Attention conditioned on h1, . . . , hT : Synonymy, importance
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Natural language inference Rocktäschel et al (2016)

Reasoning about Entailment with Neural Attention

Attention conditioned on h1, . . . , hT : Relatedness
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Natural language inference Rocktäschel et al (2016)

Reasoning about Entailment with Neural Attention

Attention conditioned on h1, . . . , hT : Many:one
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Natural language inference Zhao et al (2016)

Textual Entailment with Structured Attentions and Composition

Tree-RNNs over dependency parse of premise and hypothesis
- Bottom-up compositional representations of subtrees
- Update OOV embeddings during training

Attention computed in both directions and combined
- Alignment between subtrees is symmetric
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Natural language inference Zhao et al (2016)

Textual Entailment with Structured Attentions and Composition
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Natural language inference Zhao et al (2016)

Textual Entailment with Structured Attentions and Composition

Results for SNLI corpus
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Natural language inference Zhao et al (2016)

Textual Entailment with Structured Attentions and Composition

Combined attention for words & selected subtrees
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Natural language inference Zhao et al (2016)

Textual Entailment with Structured Attentions and Composition

Combined attention for subtrees
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Machine reading (a.k.a. QA over unstructured text)

Given a reference text, e.g.,
The BBC producer allegedly struck by Jeremy Clarkson will not press
charges against the “Top Gear” host, his lawyer said Friday. Clarkson,
who hosted one of the most-watched television shows in the world,
was dropped by the BBC Wednesday after an internal investigation
by the British broadcaster found he had subjected producer Oisin
Tymon “to an unprovoked physical and verbal attack.” ...

and a query/question, e.g.,
- Who is the producer that Jeremy Clarkson attacked?
- Producer will not press charges against Jeremy Clarkson.

return the answer
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Machine reading Hermann et al (2015)

Teaching Machines to Read and Comprehend

Anonymized dataset of CNN/Daily Mail articles
(Queries: later sentences with entity coreference)
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Machine reading Hermann et al (2015)

Teaching Machines to Read and Comprehend

LSTM-RNN encoders with different attention mechanisms
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Machine reading Hermann et al (2015)

Teaching Machines to Read and Comprehend

Results on anonymized CNN/Daily Mail corpus
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Machine reading Hermann et al (2015)

Teaching Machines to Read and Comprehend

Performance variation with documents of a particular length (left) and up
to a particular length (right)
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Machine reading Hermann et al (2015)

Teaching Machines to Read and Comprehend

Attention heatmap for correct answers
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Machine reading Hermann et al (2015)

Teaching Machines to Read and Comprehend

Attention heatmap for incorrect (ambiguous) answers
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Machine reading Trischler et al (2016)

Natural Language Comprehension with the EpiReader

(1) Extract answer candidates, similar to prior work
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Machine reading Trischler et al (2016)

Natural Language Comprehension with the EpiReader

(2) Rerank candidates in answer context with entailment model
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Machine reading Trischler et al (2016)

Natural Language Comprehension with the EpiReader

Results on Children’s Book Test datasets and CNN corpus
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Machine reading Trischler et al (2016)

Natural Language Comprehension with the EpiReader

Example of reasoner fixing an extractor answer
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Question answering (over structured data)

Given a knowledge base (KB), e.g., Freebase

and a query/question, e.g.,
Who wrote Hamlet?

return the answer
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Question answering Weston et al (2015)

Memory Networks

xi I G O R

Memory

yi

Input Generalization Output Response

f(xi) f(xi) g(f(xi),mi)

update fetch mi

MemN2N (Sukhbataar et al, 2015)
+ Soft attention over memories
+ Multiple memory lookups (hops)
+ End-to-end training
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Question answering Miller et al (2016)

Key-Value Memory Networks for Directly Reading Documents
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Question answering Miller et al (2016)

Key-Value Memory Networks for Directly Reading Documents

WikiMovies dataset with auxiliary knowledge sources
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Question answering Miller et al (2016)

Key-Value Memory Networks for Directly Reading Documents

Results on WikiQA (unstructured text)

Results on WikiMovies (structured data + unstructured text)
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Question answering Andreas et al (2016)

Learning to Compose Neural Networks for Question Answering

Dynamically assemble a network for each question from modules

Learn parameters for modules and network assembly jointly with
reinforcement learning
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Question answering Andreas et al (2016)

Learning to Compose Neural Networks for Question Answering

Are there any states? What color is the bird?
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Question answering Andreas et al (2016)

Learning to Compose Neural Networks for Question Answering

Parse question x and generate candidate
layouts {z1, . . . zn}

Encode x (LSTM-RNN) and each zi
(features) into vectors

Score each question-layout pair with an
MLP + softmax to get p(zi|x)

Sample a layout ẑ from p(z|x) and
get answer distribution p(y|ẑ,kb)

Update w/ reinforce (Williams, 1992)
using cross-entropy loss for answer
i.e., E log p(y|ẑ,kb)∇ log p(ẑ|x)
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Question answering Andreas et al (2016)

Learning to Compose Neural Networks for Question Answering

Results on GeoQA dataset Results on VQA dataset
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Question answering Andreas et al (2016)

Learning to Compose Neural Networks for Question Answering

Examples of GeoQA output Examples of VQA output
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Dialogue systems (a.k.a. conversational agents)

Many sub-tasks including:

Natural language understanding (NLU)
- who, what, when, where, etc

Intent recognition
- what kind of response is needed?

Dialogue state tracking
- what do we know & what do we need?

Response generation
- coherent, consistent, natural
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Dialogue systems Vinyals and Le (2015)

A Neural Conversational Model

Sequence-to-sequence model to predict responses

Train on large dialogue datasets
- IT support conversations
- Movie subtitles (OpenSubtitles)
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Dialogue systems Vinyals and Le (2015)

A Neural Conversational Model

Short-term memory but inconsistent personality
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Dialogue systems Vinyals and Le (2015)

A Neural Conversational Model

General knowledge, opinions on entities
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Dialogue systems Vinyals and Le (2015)

A Neural Conversational Model
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Dialogue systems Li et al (2016)

Deep Reinforcement Learning for Dialogue Generation

Conversations between RNN-based agents often end up in cycles
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Dialogue systems Li et al (2016)

Deep Reinforcement Learning for Dialogue Generation

Reinforcement learning to impose long-term conversational goals
- Policy gradient approach, e.g., Williams (1992)
- Over sequence-to-sequence conversational model

Baseline optimizes mutual information b/w message & response
- Avoids dull, generic responses

Reward: hand-tuned linear combination of
- Ease (meaningfulness) of response
- Diversity in agent responses
- Coherence with conversation history
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Dialogue systems Li et al (2016)

Deep Reinforcement Learning for Dialogue Generation
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Dialogue systems Li et al (2016)

Deep Reinforcement Learning for Dialogue Generation

Human evaluation results w.r.t. mutual information baseline
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Dialogue systems Li et al (2016)

Deep Reinforcement Learning for Dialogue Generation

Sample responses to human prompts


